PLC COMMISSIONING ENGINEER
Software Controls Programming and on-site commissioning of and electro-mechanical equipment of automated material handling,
logistics and storage systems at our customers' sites having regard to the requirements with respect to schedule, budgets, performance,
availability, quality and function that are applicable to the respective order.
We consider both junior and senior candidates.

TÂCHES
PLC/Control programming with Step 7 Siemens
Compliance with process instructions and internal policies (travel policy, site report/journal, order and cleanliness, ...)
Thorough commissioning preparation (documents, tools, spec sheets, software, requirements specification, services, ...)
Compliance with general and operator-specific safety procedures
Support of the OnSite Manager / collaboration in on-site team
Qualified and self-dependent commissioning of the assigned machinery
Interface test of superordinate MFS interface
Handover of a system tested and checked for correct functioning and availability
Training of customer's personnel
Feedback to software engineering department
Identification of errors and improvement potentials (CIP) - own/of third parties
Correction / modification of order documents in case of changes during commissioning; timely forwarding of modified documents to
the author/creator
Filing and archiving of final software versions during and after the commissioning
Responsibility for a timely processing of open issues
Hotline support in technical matters
Specific troubleshooting and repair visits

CRITÈRES
Technical education (electrical engineering, mechatronics, or similar;
at least completed apprenticeship with additional qualification)
Experiences with PLC programming, preferably Step 7 in FUP and AWL
Practical experience with variable-speed drives (three-phase asynchronous + servo drives; frequency converters)
Work experience with bus systems (Ethernet, Profibus, CAN and ASi)
Construction site and professional experience (material handling & logistics) desirable
High willingness to travel home and abroad (approx. 90% of time)
Stress resistance, flexibility, reliability and loyalty to the company
Knowledge of foreign languages

NOUS OFFRONS
Salary depending on your job experience and qualification
Expense allowance
Fringe benefit to be defined based on experience and role
Flexible working time model
Internal training in Italy and Austria for junior profiles
A young and dynamic environment, TGW Italia is part of TGW Group Austria, world's logistics market leader in strong expansion,
with almost 3000 employees and 15 manufacturing and trading branches worldwide
Possibility of internal career in Italy and abroad
Send the Cv to recruitmentitaly@tgw-group.com
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